
STATISTICS Ph. D. QUALIFYING EXAM
STATISTICAT INFERENCE

April 09, 20L2

General Instructions: Write your ID number on your answer sheets. Do not put your name

on any of your ansrr/er sheets. Show all work. If you canrrot solve a problem, at least explain what
is this problem about and what approach may lead to its solution.

1. Prove that under squa,red loss function no unbiased estimator 6(X) of a pararneter 0 can be

a Bayes estimator unless
E'{(d(x) - o)2}: o.

Assume that /x'e(c, g), the joint distribution of (X, O), is defined.

2. Let Xt,..., X' be iid Normat(p,o2), where both parameters are unknown. Remember two
classical confidence sets (intervals) for the mean arrd the variance (you do not need to de-

duce/justify them but you are welcome to comment on them). Then combine them together,
using the Bonferroni Inequality (rule) to make the simultaneous (1- a) level set.

3. Let Xr, . . . , Xn be iid Pareto(O, z) with the pdf

f(*10,u) : 0u0r-(0+r) I(r > u), 0 ) 0,u ) 0.

Note that v is the scale para,meter. Also let us note that the distribution is important in
actuarial science where "heavy-tailed" distribution are used to describe losses.

Find the MLEs of.0 and v.

4. Let a sample of size n from a specified below distribution is given. Find and justify (a reference

on a theorern/lemma/etc. will suffice) a complete sufficient statistic, or show that one does
not exist.

a. f (nl?) : 0(r + r)-r-e 7r0 < c)I(a > 0).

b. l@10) : tos(0)0,(0 - r;-t710 < n <1)/(0 > 1).

5. Let Xt,... , X' denote a random sample of size n from a continuous distribution with cu-
mulative distribution function f'. Also, let X1r),. ..,X@) denote the order statistics. Ex-
plain horv you would choose integers r and s (1 < r < s ( n) such that the interval
(Lt : Xg1, Lz: X1"1) satisfies

P(F(L2) - rQ) > p) :1 - c,

where both p arrd L - tr are specified large probabilties. Such an interval is called a (p,1 - o)
tolerance interaal. (You can use without proof the result that if Utnl *d Ug.l are ith and jth
(i < j) ordered observations of a ranclom sample of size n from a Uniform (0, 1) distribution,
then t/gy -UO follows a Beta (i -1,,n- j + d+ 1) distribution. )



6. Let XL, . .. , X' denote a ra,ndom sample of size n from a distribution with probability density

(t / /

f(r):l #exn(-(z -o)lo), r> o

where d > 0 is an unknown pararneter.

(a) Show that both X l0 and Xg/0 are piuotal quantities, where X is the sample rnean and
Xlry is the samllest order statistic.

(b) Obtain a 100(1 - a)% confidence interval for d based on each pivotal quantity in (a).

(c) Explain which of the two confidence intervals in (b) you would recommend. Justify your
answer.

7. Suppose that we have two independent random samples: Xt, . . . , Xn a.re Exponential (0), and
Yr,. . . ,Y^ axe Exponential (p).

(a) Find the LRjT of I/6 : 0 : F versus Hy:0 I p,.

(b) Show that the test in part (a) carr be based on the statistic

':t:l,+D4



Ph.D. Qualifoing Exam: Spring 2OL2
Linear models

-.-T$u-mber of q-uestioRs = 3. -Ansrvrr aA-of them.

o Simplify your answers a,s much as possible and carefully justify all steps to get full
credit.

o There is no need to prove any standard result. Just state the result and use it.

o All vectors are column vectors.

1. Let

Y1 :a*e1'
Yz:2ar - d2* €2,

Yz : ar * 2o,2* et,

where the errors are independently and identically distributed as N(0, o2) random

variables. Derive an F-test for testing Hs : at - 2az against H1 : d1 * 2az. [20

points]

2. Consider the following one-way ANOVA model with t groups and r observations per

group:

Yi :0,i* eu, j :1,... rT, 'i,: t,... rt,

where the eii are independently and identically distributed as N(0, o2) random vari-

ables. LetY;: Di Yil, denote the sample mean of the ith group and 7 : D, DiYil?t)
denote the overall sample mean. Also, define the following quantities:

SSW - Within-treatment sum of squares - t t (Yi -Yn)',
tJ

SSB : Between-treatment sum of squres : 
" 
\-(70 -T)'.

(a) Show that SSWIr' - x\o_D. [10 points]

(b) Under Hs:01: ... : 01, SSBf o' - X?_r, independent of SSW. [15 points]

(c) Under Hs:il-...:0t,

, SSBI(t-1)F - ^..., n_l,r(r_t). [5 points]



3. Consider the set of data (Y,ro), i : L,. . . ,n. Assume that the following two candidate

models are fit to these data using the least-squares method:

Model A: Y- poi 0ti;6*e,i, i - 1;.:-., T1,.

Model B : Y- ^1o*^,ltrt,*nr? * e,;, d_ 1,.. . )rL.

Show that RS S e


